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QUESTION 1

An administrator configures storage units STU-A and STU-B into a storage unit group in Failover mode. If STU-A is
busy, what does STU-B do? 

A. queue remaining jobs and wait for STU-A to become available 

B. write backups to tape if disk staging is enabled 

C. fail over and write backups to STU-B 

D. fail the job with a status code 219: Required storage unit is unavailable 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

The Symantec Netbackup 7.0 master server has had an unrecoverable catastrophe. The administrator rebuilt another
server with the same hostname and attached all the necessary hardware. The administrator has reinstalled Symantec
NetBackup. Which step should be taken next in recovering the master server? 

A. mount the catalog backup media 

B. run the Catalog Recovery Wizard 

C. configure devices 

D. inventory the tape library 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Symantec NetBackup 7.0 is configured with a disk storage unit that has staging enabled. Some of the images in the disk
storage unit have been successfully duplicated. The disk storage unit becomes full. What occurs next? 

A. The staging storage unit is skipped and backups are sent directly to the final storage unit. 

B. Duplicated images are automatically purged until the low water mark has been reached. 

C. Duplicated images are automatically purged until the high water mark has been reached. 

D. Backups to the disk storage unit fails with a Status 129 because the storage unit is full. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An administator has a tape that has been previously used by Symantec NetBackup 7.0 for client backups, but no longer
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contains valid data. The barcode has been changed, and the tape has been moved to a different Symantec NetBackup
domain. What must be done to use this tape in the new Symantec NetBackup domain? 

A. move the tape to the scratch volume pool 

B. relabel the tape 

C. expire the media 

D. re-inventory the robot library 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A Symantec NetBackup 7.0 customer has a scratch pool named "scratch." The customer uses a backup policy named
XYZ to initiate daily backups of several client systems and uses a volume pool named VOL99. When does Symantec
NetBackup move a tape from the scratch pool to the volume pool used by the XYZ backup policy? 

A. when there are zero ACTIVE tapes with available space remaining in the VOL99 volume pool and a new XYZ backup
job is run 

B. when the scratch pool is listed as the destination volume pool in the XYZ backup policy and a new XYZ backup job is
run 

C. when there is only one ACTIVE tape left with any available space in the VOL99 volume pool and a new XYZ backup
job is run 

D. when there are five or fewer ACTIVE tapes in any volume pool and a new XYZ backup job is run 

Correct Answer: A 
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